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Virtual reality for mobile: How to create realistic
environments with millions of polygons
Luis Rivero
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Description
Watch, experience, and understand how it's possible to create realistic environments
and architecture with millions of polygons that can run on a mobile device. This class
will offer a deep explanation of the real worlds we need to recreate, and how to decide
between modeling techniques, lighting systems to advantage of the mobile devices
capabilities. The first part will unveil the power of the techniques, showing in real time
how a mobile device can handle a huge street and a detailed store with millions of
polygons. The second part will start with a brief analysis about the sort of information we
need to create a huge environment suitable to be transformed into virtual reality.
Professional pictures, or mobile cameras? Photogrammetry? When and how? We'll
cover all the details you need, and questions you have. Finally, we'll look at the
incredible tools in 3ds Max to handle all sorts of big data, and to optimize it for mobile
and virtual reality. You'll walk away with an actionable approach for current and future
virtual reality systems.
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Speaker
Educated as architect, in 1993 interest for computer graphics is born thanks to the 3dstudio 1
brochure. From that point the search for the most realistic images and successful international
works for big projects from australia to usa had turn to animation, commercials and vfx until
now. In 2004 CGarchitect honoured Luis with one of the first 3dawards for the best animation for
architecture. And today, thanks to powerful 3ds max toolset to optimize geometry has brought
the company urbansimulations, near to the 25th anniversary, to become one of the most
advanced developers for cloud based database of stores systems. Luis is still leading the latest
techniques and strategies for the virtual reality systems and the art direction.

Introduction
What we are going to learn today:
To create realistic environments and architecture with millions of polygons that can run on a
mobile device.
This class will offer a deep explanation of the real worlds we need to recreate, and how to
decide between modeling techniques, lighting systems to have the advantage of the mobile
devices capabilities.
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The first part

We will unveil the power of the techniques, showing in real time how a mobile device can handle
a huge street and a detailed store with millions of polygons.

1 Get experience from the company in charge of the largest database of
virtual stores in the retail industry
1.1 who we are
1.2 the real world case
1.3 vr, ar, mr or cr or something that ends in R

2 Experience virtual reality in mobile devices with high numbers of polys
2.1 system

The second part

It will start with a brief analysis about the sort of information we need to create a huge
environment suitable to be transformed into virtual reality. Professional pictures, or mobile
cameras? Photogrammetry? When and how? We'll cover all the details you need, and questions
you have.

3 Understand how low-level lighting and modeling techniques will help you
achieve highly realistic environments
3.1 lighting

4 Get knowledge to decide how to model photogrammetry, retopology, and
primitive and poly modeling in 3ds Max
3.2 modeling

Finally, throughout all this lecture we will have looked at the incredible tools in 3ds Max to
handle all sorts of big data, and to optimize it for mobile and virtual reality.
You'll walk away with an actionable approach for current and future virtual reality systems.
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1 Get experience from the company in charge of the largest database of virtual
stores in the retail industry
1.1  Who we are

reaching the attention of the beholder is key in communication
Our company is focused in the communication of architecture projects
We study the project, write a few scripts and ideas for the client to devide the path to follow, and
We produce  and shoot filming, visual effects, greenscreeening and cgi toward a directors cut
and a producers cut… all in-house to keep the message strong and conssistent.
Goals like having the audience rememebering the brand, the place, even more, having the
audience willing to watch the project again are the key to success.
A few months ago, a client told us to go for a russian tour to raise funds for a new hotel
development and step by step we reach this point.

Frame from the movie of thesecretspot resort https://goo.gl/FjCWsb
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Frame from the movie of thesecretspot resort https://goo.gl/FjCWsb

Frame from the movie of thesecretspot resort https://goo.gl/FjCWsb

Got the attention… ? then we got every goal we need.
The client raised funds and the hoitel is under development right now.
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Showreel
With a soft mood we produce around 20 campaigns evey year with gentle moods and
strong feelings based in the people.

Frame from the showreel

save time and data

The key to save money is doing just we need to produce the movie, but… this isnt
enough for virtual reality.
Since we treat projects as the street of a western movie, for VR we have to develop
everything for the uncontrolled observer, giving him the freedom to move around.

Why our clients need VR?

Three years ago it wasnt kind of.. "you know what? we need to publish a press notice to
get more visibility" as many of our clients want today…
Three years ago one the biggest investment fund for malls in europe with 120 malls
aorund the europpean union told us.. "guys.. your movies are really cool but… anytime
we try to show a specific premise in the mall we have to stop the movie and point at the
screen or bring a blueprint over the table to show the floorplan… its breaking the cool
mood suddenly".
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So.. we started to check render engines and devices and meanwhile we move from
unreal to unity and started to study all the lighting techniques and modeling process to
get more realistic envirnorments in an affordable device and easy to share, that was
treated as a research project without any stress cause we didnt get funds to develop it.

1.2 the real world case

And when were in this naive situation we learn rule #1:
Try the worst scenario to prove it really works.

What is the worst?

Then, the worst-best scenario appeared in front of us, the biggest fasion retailer in the
world, with 7200 stores wanted to create a database of 3 stores… ooops:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inditex
7200 stores around the world
deadline for every store of around 96h
low cost
high quality
And this is the result we are going to analize today:

1.3 VR, AR or CR

Decoration store https://goo.gl/nHrRAk

Lots of new methods of interactivity with real and virtual worlds has arrived to us, mixed with
social media the combination is huge of the new channels for communication.
And when we had to face the real world we think in the rule #2:
Even when everybody says THIS is the way, maybe not, the 10th man.

VR
And therefore… we arrive to headsets in VR… and im the 10th man, maybe not the one
with the true but i have to put these questions in your minds…. before the apocalipse
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zombie reaches us… sorry, i mean everybody has a headset covered in dust next
year….
1 So… when tried for the very first time 20 years ago headsets… we didnt talk
about its not gonna work becuase the lack of resolution, field view or
colorspace…. we talked about concepts will never work in architecture
headset streovision fails when the architecture reach the edges of the frame.
2 Even with the highest framerate our brain detects the delay of even 1
milisecond, our brain will detect any small difference amoing what he is used to
watch and what we try to fake….
3 We can create illusion but cheating the brain, its too much and it cause
queasiness and tiredness.
4 Could you guys put your cell phones up? to see the percentage of android…
ok…
now can you put your keadsets to see the percentage of occulus, htc, … etc
5 When you experience VR what happens with viral communication, you reach a
peer on the office and you say, hey mate… let me show you what i've just
watched in ….

AR
Clearly the best choice, but it's easily useful from last month with ARkit and ARcore, we
are now working on it.
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Hologram
Hydrogen, is the promise for some sort of hologram, i expect it to be worth the $1000 of
the deposit.

TCR
Videogame style with capabilities to be watched in any proved system such as AR or
Hydrogen… whatever the hell it means...
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2 Experience virtual reality in mobile devices with high numbers of polys
2.1 System

We needed to define what we want and as usual , some software has the same amount of
features you wish than the features that block to choose this software.

rule #2
because you need something flexible, run away from all-in-one closed packages
When we decided to do this move to our own system we choose the minimal package we can
handle… 40mb from unity… the other parts should be c# work of our own….
But we need to decide the features of the system without limitations…
What are the perfect requirements of the system?

Decoration store https://goo.gl/nHrRAk
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modular Apps

depending on clients, updates, needs, every feauture must merge clean and fast to
ensure, upgrades are faster and universal for every client

Navigation releases

For instance, when we test the first time with the actual client the system, the first
touch was pinch in and out… then we implement it, others expected to a single
touch in the screen with leaded the camera toward that point… then we add it
timeline, tour, search… etc

Sales connection

For us the real challengue is bringing data to a visual platform where sales and
placement in the store are key to analize success:
Global
Local

https://goo.gl/FnbokZ
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Contents
Ensure the worst scenario, somebody in China with a 3G connection, we must ensure
that he can access and download with any user interaccion to the latest contents.
So, most of the modules, all the cgi contents are cloud based contents, and if anybody
refresh or update or upgrade a module, its gonna be a background process user wont
ever realize.

Cloud

So, eveything we can isolate and bring it online we will do it.

Store
Geometry
Saving data is key, all the library of furniture and architecture we are doing is
modular to ensure we can assemble for animation, for elearning purposes or to
save data for the system.

Lighting

In the next chapter we will go thorugh the lighting process in detail, but the key is
having it baked in a proper way, radiosity and vertex color will be deep
expliained.

Textures
since we work with millions of polygons could sound a bit crazy having a uvw
map channel specific fror every object to address the right lightmap, instead of
that we will store the lighting information in every vertex

Data layers

connection with stock, sales and timeline delivery is key to analize and process
the layers

Object instances
ID
Position
Sales
Stock

Areas
Since our system reads and measure the space, we can sort the objects by area
and distance to main entrance computing and offering a new variable to the
system to be exchange data with.
Heat areas
Timeline
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iOS devices

When we reach the challengue to develop a consistent system we found ipad
surprisingly powerful in graphics and performance.
Testing through unreal and unity broguht us to a real and great comparison
unreal basic setup for a simple store with the same data takes aroun 200mb and
unity 80mb.

Unity vs unreal comparison https://goo.gl/jjzpVz

iPad
Iphone
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3 Understand how low-level lighting and modeling techniques will help you
achieve highly realistic environments
3.1 lighting

There is a simple issue with modeling but actually a real nightmare

rule #3: be aware of cad files from others

Modeling with coplanar layers becomes an exahusting loop for lighting engines.
It turns out that if lighting process try to bounce among coplanar faces will lead the process to
the eternity since the ligth never scatter from there and never loose its energy…
For virtual reality contents must be:
A light weight
B not using extensive lightmaps
C store lighting in the most soft and light method
From these axioms, we decided to use radiosity, lets check the history.

Radiosity lighting

I´m not the technical guy to describe the process, but radiosity is a global illumination algorithm
independent from the camera view that process the light paths from light sources to bounce in
geometry surfaces unitl reaches a low level under the threshold we define.
The key point in radiosity is how it stores in the process.
Radiosity calculates lighting between the vertex of any initial polygon and like any other
sampling system, it the lighting and color values are above the threshold, radiosity will subdivide
the polygon and succcessively until it falls below the threshold.
What is that meant? a large surface, with a hard shadow in a corner, instead of store the lighting
in a huge resolution bitmap that will need a lot of resolution to achieve a sharp shadow…
Radiosity only divides that area and store vertex lighting information in that area, leaving the
other parts of the surface clean an undivide.

Silicon graphics and lightscape

This technique started in 1950 and it was brought to cgi by the cornell university
in 1984, around 1990 i find the software lightscape running in a 200.000usd
silicon graphics workstation in the university.
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Two  years later my 2.000usd 486 was running the same software.

Art museum, La Coruna, Spain.

Real time was possible and, as today, attached to a computer… not a mobile
device.
And i left the software, and their fancies real time architecture.
Discreet and later atuodesk bought the software to become a semi-secret
adavanced lighting engine hidden in 3ds max.

Vertex color vs lightmaps

If you handle complex geometries, having several uvw channels and maps could
be a problem.
Even now, devices handle the same size of data better in geometry than in
textures, you take 100mb of textures in cubes and 100mb of geometry and any
device will give you betteer performance for geometry
so… why not using the radiosity in virtual reality, i dont know, and maybe im
wrong, but for the real world our friend clooney told us… it dont matters… if it
works better… its just better
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Complex unwraps

When we speak of photogrammetry we reach similar points, since i have a lot of
vertex information, i can de-lighting the ambient light but i can use the vertex as a
base to store lighting information.
Devices handle way better vertex than compressed textures
Less weight
Better performance and storage
No need to uncompress
process

Process radiosity 3ds Max https://goo.gl/9aPz1u

4 Get knowledge to decide how to model photogrammetry, retopology, and
primitive and poly modeling in 3ds Max
4.1 Modeling techniques

Any axiom can be defeated with a few minutes, so is there any magical modeling method, no…
we have to understand wich one is better or how many of them we need to use to achieve clean
and light objects.

rule #4: Use so many tecnhiques as you need, there isnt the one
A photogrammetry

Autodesk recap and mudbox.
Photogrammetry is a system based in the analisys of multiple pictures from different
angles to develop a 3d cloud point.
From there a reconstruction process will define polygons with textures to create an
accurate model of the object.
Easy but it lacks of AI to distinguish flat surfaces and getting edges straight and clean
,any vertex must be cleaned, and softed in software such as mudbox.
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It is great for organic surfaces, faster volume approach for measure or start a retopology
and create a final model that covers all the expectations on realistics terms.
For virtual reality is at the same time good, cause it stores the lighting of the shooting
session and a nightmare to get rid of the lighting of the session if you need to relight it…

Photogrammetry prop sample https://goo.gl/CGDeox

B Mixed phgrm - model

Sometimes, like in this sample its kind of identify the regular volumes, cut the object and
model from polygon methods of modeling and unwrap the right and light object.
Other times, the juice isnt worth the squeze.

C modeling

From images only for easy models. The edit poly method building from scratch only
using image reference is perfect for simple and clean volumes to save data.

Modeling with images and edit poly https://goo.gl/qqwrjT
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5 conclussions
1 radiosity save in devide memmory and increase performance
2 photogrammetry must be used for organic and complex surfaces but we need
to move to edit poly poly modeling for clean volumes
3 having the contents on cloud save a lot of system overcharge
4 create your own system allows you to save date size and whereas improve
realism and performace
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